Job offer

OFFER VLC – 212
Teaching assistant in a language school

Presentation of the company

They are consultants specialized in training language teaching for all ages and purposes linguistic advice and translation as well as interpretation. It is a highly qualified and experienced company with a dynamic staff. Their Pedagogical department develops and continually updates a unique and enjoyable method always focused on oral communication, practicality and always looking to motivate and encourage the learning process. To do this, the company has the newest resources, always combined with traditional elements of language teaching, tested and internationally recognized.

Description of the internship

Start February/ March 2015
Duration: At least 6 months
Department: Pedagogical department
Hours: 30 hours / week
Remuneration: Accommodation
Location: Valencia, Spain

Profile of the student

Studies: Philology / Pedagogy / Foreign languages
Languages / level: English (C1/C2), Spanish (B1/B2)

Tasks of the training

- Development of didactics materials
- Management of educational equipment, formative actions and logistics of personnel
- Give support to C.T.O to organize the groups according to the students
- Lead classes with students
- Translations